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It’s Fresh! hones in
on banana sector
Research shows the technology doubles
the green life of bananas and helps
reduce waste
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“It is clear that the carbon footprint of our
banana consumption must be addressed
and the new technology developed by It’s
Fresh! provides a means of ensuring far

the
It’s Fresh! released the research at the Fruit

more bananas make it to our shelves,” the

Logistica trade fair in Berlin in February.

company said.

Bananas are now the world’s most

Madrid, who has worked in the sector for

over 25 years, said: “From the work that I

The company’s founder Simon Lee said: “we

“Our findings enable us to demonstrate the
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are committed to reducing food waste

power of this technology, reducing global

technology doubled green life to an
average of 70+ days when used in a
modified atmosphere.
Industry standards require bananas to
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